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Wendy’s programs are engaging, fun, and filled with real-world applicable 
insights. All programs can be tailored for your needs and can be delivered 
onsite or remotely.

Signature Keynote Programs

What about Me?
A powerful, provocative and inspiring keynote 
presentation that shares the power of one simple 
question. Learn how to use the question to silence the 
voice in your head that tells you that you don’t belong.
(.5 – 1.5 hours)

Building Belonging in the Workplace
An insightful, story-filled program that equips 
audiences with strategies for creating embracive work 
environments where all employees belong. 
(.5 – 1.5 hours) 

Cultivating Courage to Transcend the Tough Stuff
A dynamic, interactive program that shows us how to 
cultivate the courage to not only face adversity, but to 
transform from it by building our resilience muscles. 
(.5 – 1 hours)

Interval Training: Strengthening Your Risk and 
Resilience Muscles
An engaging program that empowers you to push 
beyond your safety zone and build your ability to take 
personal and professional risks. Learn how to dare to 
risk so you can dare to grow. 
(.5 – 1.5 hours)

7 Language Secrets for Making Yourself Memorable
An interactive program that explores seven verbal 
language, body language, and slide language secrets 
to making the powerful impression you want—from 
creating crisp presentation materials to using compelling, 
evocative stories to influence your audience.
(1 – 1.5 hours)

Other Presentations and Programs

Slide School: Simple Rules for Making Slides that 
Make Sense
An entertaining, hands-on program that shares rules 
you can use to create presentation slides that clearly 
convey your message. 
(1 - 2 hours)

Powerful Professional Presence and Presentations
An engaging, interactive program that demonstrates techniques 
for enhancing your professional presence and presentation skills. 
In a safe environment, you’ll learn and practice simple yet proven 
tips for convincing and enticing audiences with influential verbal 
and body language.
(1.5 - 4 hours)

The Art and Science of Presenting
An entertaining, interactive program that explores how to craft and 
deliver persuasive presentations and shares the science behind 
the art of presenting—from creative yet powerful speaking to 
influential body language and slide design skills. Co-facilitated by 
Wendy Gates Corbett and Laurece West. 
(1 - 3.5 hours)

7 Secrets for Crafting a 6-Figure Signature Presentation 
A lively presentation that shares insights into designing and 
delivering a signature presentation that showcases your expertise 
while educating your audience. Signature presentations are one 
of the best ways to grow your business, your reputation, and your 
brand. You’ll learn how to create one that makes you shine.
(.75 - 6 hours)

Brand You: Making or Making Over Your Personal Brand 
An engaging presentation that asks: how are you promoting Brand 
You and how is Brand You being promoted by others? The session 
guides you in exploring these questions, answering them, and 
changing the answers you don’t like.
(1 - 2 hours)

Training-related Programs

The Latest Dish on Training Delivery from 7 Master Chefs 
A high-energy, entertaining program for those looking to spice up 
their training delivery techniques and those who have an appetite 
for learning about the latest trends in delivery. Attendees learn 
secret ingredients for adding zest to their training from leaders 
across the country.
(1.5 - 2 hours)

Going Remote: 7 Tips for Successful Online Presentations
An interactive presentation that shares seven strategies for 
engaging an audience in an online environment—from how to 
phrase your questions to designing slides that grab attention to 
amping up your voice.
(.5 - 1 hour)
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Click picture for demo video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpIsoULeiE4


About Wendy Gates Corbett

Wendy Gates Corbett is an author, speaker, and presentation consultant. Her engaging 
presentations keep audiences on the edges of their physical or virtual seats. She’s known 
as The Slide Diva because she’s on a mission to rid the world of bad presentations and 
bad presenters (by making them both better). She is a trusted presentation consultant 
who works with professional athletes and speakers helping them craft and deliver  vivid, 
inspiring, and memorable presentations with power, authority and influence. 

Wendy has been delivering dynamic virtual presentations since 2002 and several of her 
publications are specifically related to presenting in a remote world. 

Making your message more memorable.

About Refresher Training, LLC

Refresher Training works with professional athletes, speakers and corporate leaders 
preparing them to convey their message with confidence, authority, and passion. We 
provide presentation consulting services including custom presentation design, 
messaging evaluations, and one-on-one delivery coaching.

We provide presentation skills and slide design training for groups and individuals.

Our consulting, coaching, and training services can be delivered in person and virtually. 
We’re based in Raleigh, NC and work with people all over the world.

www.Refresher-Training.com @RefreshTraining RefresherTraining919.381.5688

Wendy is a certified designer who has created and delivered over 2000 presentations in her career, including serving as 
the Slide Designer for TEDxRaleigh. She’s a member of the National Speakers Association, Toastmasters, and is a charter 
member of the Presentation Guild. 

She is a long-time leader in the talent development (corporate training) field nationally and locally in Raleigh, NC. Wendy 
served on the international board of directors for the Association for Talent Development, the world’s largest organization 
for professional trainers. She speaks at conferences around the world on two very different topics: (1) how to optimize the 
powerful potential of presentations; and (2) the power of belonging.

http://www.refresher-training.com/
https://twitter.com/refreshtraining
http://www.facebook.com/Refreshertraining



